**Monday, April 29**

**2-3:30pm**

- Katie Newman
  
  **ILL S4**
  
  *Organic Matter: a 1296-room installation exploring the verk of the garden*
  
  OCTAVE: UCR, Riverside

- Sean Eustice
  
  **CD 201**
  
  *Testimony of a Samoan island between sea and culture*
  
  OCTAVE: UCR, Riverside

- Anthony Hudson
  
  **IM S8**
  
  *Black bodies, brown skins, and the making of American racial identity*
  
  OCTAVE: UCR, Riverside

- Daniel Harris
  
  **PA Izzquierdo Gallery**
  
  *The aesthetic and pedagogical moments: an exploration of art and teaching through observations of my wife in the classroom*

- Hillary Murphy
  
  **GFA 3D Media Rm**
  
  *UCLA Art in our interiors bodies. A physical and psychological sonic adventure, an immersive sound and video installation*

- Michael Martinez
  
  **IM 117A**
  
  *Christian Martinez: a show of work by an emerging artist*

- Anastasia Buescher
  
  **PH S1**
  
  *A solo show of student work*

- Ona Pitschka
  
  **MFA**
  
  *The mythology of a violent cosmic Kreus*

- Thomas Armin
  
  **CD 125**
  
  *Transnational project: a show of work by an emerging artist*

- Sarah Holland
  
  **PH S1**
  
  *A show of student work*

- Megan Saxon
  
  **GFA Stevens Front**
  
  *Portraits of people through medicine laboratories*

- Kayleigh Valencia
  
  *A show of student work*

- Adam Stevens
  
  **S4**
  
  *Adams Stevens: a show of work by an emerging artist*

- Chloe Dietz
  
  **GFA Stevens Front**
  
  *A show of student work*

**4-5:30pm**

- Jyoun Lee (Todd)
  
  **LL BFA Gallery**
  
  *A solo show of work by an emerging artist*

- Jess Wise
  
  **GFA**
  
  *A show of work by an emerging artist*

- Sean Sullivan
  
  **CO 117A**
  
  *A solo show of work by an emerging artist*

- Devan VanHouten-Maldonado
  
  **GFA MFA**
  
  *A show of work by an emerging artist*

- Minjin Jeon
  
  **LL BFA**
  
  *A solo show of work by an emerging artist*

- Shanelle Westphal
  
  **LL S1**
  
  *A show of work by an emerging artist*

- Chelsea Carter
  
  **CD S4**
  
  *A show of work by an emerging artist*

- Kirsten Dallas
  
  **IA Stevens Front**
  
  *A show of work by an emerging artist*

- Kendall Corel
  
  **IM Izzquierdo Gallery**
  
  *A show of work by an emerging artist*

- Jiselle Crawford
  
  **GFA S2**
  
  *A show of work by an emerging artist*

- Ian Fagan
  
  **PR 207**
  
  *A show of work by an emerging artist*

- Kendal Hochkin
  
  **IM 125**
  
  *A show of work by an emerging artist*

- Johnny Ray Att
  
  **PR 210**
  
  *A show of work by an emerging artist*

- Austin Turley
  
  **SC 118**
  
  *A show of work by an emerging artist*

- Travis Pike
  
  **GFA Izzquierdo Gallery**
  
  *A show of work by an emerging artist*

**5:30pm - 6:30pm**

- Hill Hudson
  
  **GFA S2**
  
  *A show of work by an emerging artist*

- Ashley Clavier
  
  **SC 125**
  
  *A show of work by an emerging artist*

- Nicolette Gentile
  
  **GFA S4**
  
  *A show of work by an emerging artist*

- Clinton Chambers
  
  **PH 118**
  
  *A show of work by an emerging artist*

- Clypto Robertson
  
  **GFA 207**
  
  *A show of work by an emerging artist*

**6pm - 7pm**

- Anthony Hudson
  
  **ILLO**
  
  *A show of work by an emerging artist*

**7pm - 8pm**

- Anthony Hudson
  
  **IM COMMODS**
  
  *A show of work by an emerging artist*